Native Administration in Practice : Historical Outline
were not budgets in the sense that the native authority
had any great measure of financial control. What they
really amounted to was the receipt and expenditure by
the native authority of sums of money predetermined by
the Government, and the accountancy thereof. The
economic crisis in 1931 further spoilt the fagade of the
Shukria budget, since the Government was forced to
appropriate the budget surplus in addition to the fixed
contribution to central funds.
Apart from the " budgets," other native authorities
were given additional financial responsibilities. In some
cases the big taxes such as ushur and herd tax were
assessed, collected, and accounted for in detail by the
native authority, the Government merely concerning itself
with some supervision of the assessment and the receipt
of the lump sum total of the tax. It also became common
to pay over monthly to the native authority the total
sum due in remuneration and salaries, leaving to it the
duties of making, and accounting for, the payments to
individual members of its staff.
Rapid expansion along the lines indicated necessitated
a further extension of the legislation governing native
courts. In 1931 a new " Chiefs' Courts Ordinance " was
passed to meet the needs of the pagan tribes in the South,
and in the North a widely permissive " Native Courts
Ordinance " replaced the various enactments previously
made. This latter Ordinance removed any limit to the
amounts of fine and imprisonment which the Major Courts
established under it might be allowed to inflict, and
narrowed down both the oSences excluded from its cog-
nizance and also the classes of persons whom it was for-
bidden to try. Only homicide, sedition, and slavery are
compulsorily excluded by the Ordinance, but each Court
has varying additional restrictions imposed in its own
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